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His latest album, a title not
yet released on vinyl, is
simply titled.The judge

struck down the law and
“imposed stiff penalties,”

according to the Associated
Press. The state of

Mississippi argued in court
that “the kinds of speech in

this case are horrific and
cannot go unremarked,”
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calling the content of the
film “repugnant and

repulsive.” Shortly after the
ruling, ESPN announced it
would donate $100,000 to
the American Civil Liberties

Union as well as keep its
cameras out of the state

until the law is “finally and
permanently struck down.”

Fox is reportedly
considering an appeal, AP
reports. In a statement,
ESPN vice president of
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communications John
Skipper said, “ESPN will
continue to maintain its

principles and a
commitment to a free press

and freedom of speech
wherever we operate.

However, the way the law
was presented to us is

something we consider to
be an abuse of power and

unconstitutional.” The state
said in the statement:

“They are welcome to sue
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me.” The state court made
its decision after declining

to block the film and
ordering that the DVD be

made available. Earlier this
week, the state announced
that it would not release the

DVD in response to
Monday’s court ruling. It

also joined the 19th Century
Association of Movie

Producers as a co-plaintiff in
the lawsuit.Cooking
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Love With Brunch Again
Brightly colored crostini
dunked in garlicky red
pepper oil. Crispy pita
sprinkled with fragrant

pomegranate seeds and
mint. Thick slices of fresh

grilled basil so full of
summer, I want to plop it on

every and anything, even
my favorite, eggs. These
are the perfect brunch
essentials. I’ll admit it.

While the idea of a long hot
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weekend in the sun might
sound quite lovely now,

when it was first
announced, it didn’t exactly

appeal to me. My 2015
summer plans called for a
romantic weekend in bed,
complete with a bottle of
rosé and a good book. I

chose eggs in bed. But to
my surprise, I ended up at a

friend’s house. What my
friends and I agreed on was

that brunch was much
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better. While pulling a small
vase of lemon basil out of
the fridge for her iced tea,

my friend Joanie,
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